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IRSA: 
- Institutional Research and Strategic Analytics
- Provides data analysis and reporting to the University 

and other campus units

Project:  
- Exploratory Research on improving current dashboards 

Tableau: 
- Data visualization software

Dashboards:
- Enrollment
- Degrees Awarded
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Hardships 

No prior experience with Tableau

Understanding the filters and what 
they meant 

Facing challenges in Creativity
 

Solutions 

Don’t be afraid to ask your team 
questions 

Take your time in learning a new 
tool/skill

Small steps to Big Wins 







Evan’s Hardships 
1. Getting started on the project & 

figuring out what to work on

2. Understanding the data

3. Unable to download Tableau on our 
computers

 
4. Nesting a filter inside of another filter

Evan’s Solutions 
1.  Constant flow of communication

2. Dedicating time to reading the data and asking many 
questions 

3. Tableau Community assistance
 

4. Still unsolved



- Using too many filters appears intimidating and can obscure the data presented in a table

 

Recommended Improvements

What can happen…
What should look like if minimizing the amount of filters 
used. 



- Pick out specific LinkedIn Learning videos to give to new interns.

- Thorough explanation of the data sheets and what is included in the 
dashboards. 

 
- Immediately setting up meetings with the other employees at the start 

of the internship. It took a while to feel like part of the team.

Recommended Improvements 
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Conclusion
● Major recommendations: 

○ Improve the onboarding process
○ Dedicate the first 1-2 weeks to meeting the team and learning 

the data

● Outcome of our dashboards & what they are supposed to achieve: 
○ Create new ideas for improving IRSA dashboards
○ Review & update original dashboards

● How we felt about the internship:
○ Evan: This was an amazing experience learning how to visualize 

data. 
○ Telma: Would recommend to students, if I could do it all over 

again I would. 




